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Deformed shell model study of event rates for WIMP- 73Ge scattering
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The event detection rates for the WIMP (a dark matter candidate) are calculated with 73Ge as
the detector. The calculations are performed within the deformed shell model (DSM) based on
Hartree-Fock states. First the energy levels and magnetic moment for the ground state and two
low lying positive parity states for this nucleus are calculated and compared with experiment. The
agreement is quite satisfactory. Then the nuclear wave functions are used to investigate the elastic
and inelastic scattering of WIMP from 73Ge. The nuclear structure factors which are independent
of supersymmetric model are also calculated as a function of WIMP mass. The event rates are
calculated for a given set of SUSY parameters. The calculation shows that 73Ge is a good detector
for detecting dark matter.
PACS numbers: 21.60.Jz, 95.35.+d, 27.50.+e
I. INTRODUCTION
There are overwhelming evidences for the existence of
dark matter in the universe [1, 2]. However, it has not yet
been observed in earth-bound experiments nor created at
particle colliders. The existence of dark matter can be
inferred from the rotation curves for spiral galaxies, grav-
itational lensing in clusters of galaxies, anisotropy in the
cosmic microwave background radiation etc. The stan-
dard model of cosmology indicates that universe hardly
contains ∼ 5% luminous matter, the remainder is 23%
non-luminous dark matter and 72% dark energy. The
data from the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) [3]
and Supernova Cosmology project [4] suggest that most
of the dark matter is cold. Hot dark matter which is mov-
ing at relativistic speed can not cluster on galaxy scale.
Up to now, the nature of this matter remains a mys-
tery. The baryonic cold dark matter component can be
massive compact halo objects (MACHOs) like neutron
stars, white dwarfs, jupiters etc. and results of exper-
imental searches suggest that MACHO fraction should
not exceed 20% [1]. Super symmetric theories of physics
beyond the standard model provide the most promising
nonbaryonic candidates for dark matter. In the simple
picture, the dark matter in the galactic halo is assumed to
be Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMP). These
particles undergo weak interaction and experience the ef-
fects of gravity but do not participate in electromagnetic
or strong interactions. The most appealing WIMP can-
didate for nonbaryonic cold dark matter is the lightest
super symmetric particle (LSP) which is expected to be a
neutral Majorana fermion travelling with non-relativistic
velocities. In recent years, there have been considerable
theoretical and experimental efforts to detect the WIMP
[5].
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Since the WIMP (represented by χ) interacts very
weakly with matter, its detection is quite difficult. One
possibility to detect WIMP is through the recoil of the
nucleus in WIMP-nucleus elastic scattering. Popular de-
tector nuclei are 2He, 19F, 23Na, 27Al, 29Si, 40Ca, 73Ge,
75As, 127I, 134Xe and 208Pb [6]. In WIMP-nucleus scat-
tering, one should consider, in addition to the scalar in-
teraction, the spin-spin interaction in which the WIMP
couples to the spin of the nucleus. Exotic WIMPs can
lead to large nucleon spin induced cross sections which
in turn can lead to non-negligible probability for inelastic
WIMP-nucleus scattering [5] provided the energy of the
excited state is sufficiently low as in the 7/2+ state of
73Ge. Many such nuclei with excited state very close to
the ground state, have recently been studied, for example
83Kr [5], 83Kr and 125Te [7], 127I, 129Xe, 131Xe and 133Cs
[8] etc.
There are many experimental efforts to directly detect
dark matter by trying to measure the energy deposited
when a WIMP from the Galactic halo scatters from a nu-
cleus in the detector. Because of the low count rates, the
choice of the detector becomes very important. Searches
for spin-dependent interactions require the use of tar-
gets with nonzero spin. There are many advantages in
choosing lighter target like 73Ge as a detector. It is bet-
ter for detecting light mass dark matter. It is also sta-
ble, its natural abundance is 7.75%. Hence the cost of
making the target can be considerably reduced by choos-
ing this nucleus. Again the low lying excited state 7/2+
at 0.0687 MeV and half-life of 174 ns can open up new
possibilities for spin dependent inelastic WIMP-nucleus
scattering which can be sizable. The Cryogenic Dark
Matter Search (CDMS) experimental facility [9] is de-
signed to directly detect the dark matter with 73Ge as
the target nucleus. It has set the most sensitive limits
on the interaction of WIMP with terrestrial materials.
The development of upgrades is underway and will be
located at SNOLAB. Another dark matter experiment is
EDELWEISS facility in France [10] which uses high pu-
rity germanium cryogenic bolometers at milikelvin tem-
2peratures. There are also other experimental attempts
using detectors like 19F, 127I, 129,131Xe, 133Cs etc. see
for details [11].
The count rate in WIMP-nucleus scattering experi-
ences an annual modulation as a result of the earth’s
orbital motion around the sun. The Milky Way is as-
sumed to be surrounded by a halo of non-rotating dark
matter. As the solar system moves through the Milky
Way, it experiences a wind of dark matter. The earth
moves against the wind for half of the year and experi-
ences the minimum wind velocity on December 2. The
wind velocity increase as the earth moves in the opposite
direction attaining maximum value on June 2. Annual
modulation is a powerful signature for the existence of
dark matter since such modulation is not exhibited by
the background radiation. The DAMA experiments [12]
have claimed the observation of the annual modulation of
a dark matter signal. However this claim has been con-
tested by many other experiments. In view of the above,
it will be interesting to study the annual modulation of
the event rates theoretically.
The nuclear structure effects are important and should
be incorporated in many of the astro-particle physics
problems. The nuclear model should be first tested re-
garding its success in describing the properties of nuclei
before applying it to problems like dark matter detection.
The deformed shell model (DSM), based on Hartree-Fock
(HF) deformed intrinsic states with angular momentum
projection and band mixing, is established to be a good
model to describe the properties of nuclei in the mass
range A=60-100. See [13] for details regarding DSM and
its applications. The model is found to be quite success-
ful in describing spectroscopic properties including spec-
troscopy of N=Z odd-odd nuclei with isospin projection
see for example [14], double beta decay half-lives [15, 16],
µ−e conversion in the field of the nucleus [17] and so on.
It will be quite interesting to employ DSM to calculate
the detection rates for the lightest super symmetric par-
ticle (a dark matter candidate) with 73Ge as the detector.
In addition to the elastic scattering, the inelastic scatter-
ing of WIMP from 73Ge, which has not been studied up
to now, will also be considered in this article.
Regarding other theoretical works, it may be men-
tioned that truncated shell model calculations have been
carried out for the studies of event rates with the de-
tectors 83Kr [5], 83Kr and 125Te [7], 127I, 129Xe, 131Xe
and 133Cs [8] etc. In these publications, both the event
rates for elastic and inelastic WIMP-nucleus scattering
have been considered. The annual modulation of sig-
nals are also considered. The event rates and annual
modulation signals for 23Na, 71Ga, 73Ge and 127I cold
dark matter detectors have been studied using the trun-
cated shell model [21]. However, in this study the au-
thors restricted to only elastic scattering. Using the
quasi-particle phonon model, Holmlund et al.[22] have
studied the elastic WIMP detection rates for 71Ga, 73Ge
and 127I dark matter detectors. There are also calcu-
lations of spin-dependent and spin-independent WIMP
currents in nuclei based on chiral effective field theory
using large-scale shell model [23–25]. The structure fac-
tors for spin-independent WIMP scattering off xenon has
been recently calculated within the shell model[26]. In
these shell model calculations truncation of the valance
space has been done to bring the matrix dimensions to a
manageable size.
Section II gives some details regarding DSM and also
about the formulation of WIMP-nucleus scattering event
rates. The spectroscopic results and also the results for
elastic and inelastic scattering of WIMP from 73Ge are
discussed in Section III. Finally, concluding remarks are
drawn in Sect. IV.
II. EVENT RATES FOR WIMP-NUCLEUS
SCATTERING
Direct detection of WIMP is most interesting since the
earth is washed with millions of WIMPs every second
coming from the galactic halo. The nuclear recoil in the
WIMP-nucleus scattering can be measured with suitable
detectors. The relevant theory of WIMP-nucleus scatter-
ing are discussed below. In the expressions for the event
rates, the super-symmetric part is separated from the
nuclear part so that the role played by the nuclear part
becomes apparent. The nuclear structure calculations
are performed within our deformed shell model based on
Hartree-Fock states.
A. Elastic scattering
The differential event rate per unit detector mass can
be written as [1]
dR = Nt φ
dσ
d | q |2 f d
3v d | q |2 (1)
In the above equation, Nt stands for the number of
target nuclei per unit mass which is equal to 1/(Amp), A
being the mass number of the nucleus in the detector and
mp is the proton mass. φ is the dark matter flux which is
equal to ρ0v/mχ. ρ0 is the local WIMP density andmχ is
the WIMP mass. f takes into account the distribution of
the WIMP velocity relative to the detector (or earth) and
also the motion of the sun and earth. The distribution
is assumed to be Maxwell-Boltzmann type. If we neglect
the rotation of earth in its own axis, then v =| v | is the
relative velocity of WIMP with respect to the detector. q
represents the momentum transfer to the nuclear target.
Introducing the dimensionless variable u = q2b2/2 with
b as the oscillator length parameter, the WIMP-nucleus
differential cross section in the laboratory frame is given
by [7, 8, 21, 22]
dσ(u, v)
du
=
1
2
σ0
(
1
mpb
)2
c2
v2
dσA(u)
du
; (2)
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with
dσA(u)
du
=
[
f0AΩ0(0)
]2
F00(u) + 2f
0
Af
1
AΩ0(0)Ω1(0)F01(u)
+
[
f1AΩ1(0)
]2
F11(u) +M
2 .
(3)
In Eq. (3), the first three terms correspond to spin
contribution coming from the axial current and the fourth
term stands for the coherent part coming mainly from the
scalar interaction. The coherent part can be described in
terms of the nuclear form factors given as
M2 =
(
f0S [ZFZ(u) +NFN (u)] + f
1
S [ZFZ(u)−NFN (u)]
)2
.
(4)
If the proton and neutron form factors FZ(u) and FN (u)
are nearly equal, then taking FZ(u) ≈ FN (u) = F (u), we
have
M2 = A2
(
f0S − f1S
A− 2Z
A
)2
| F (u) |2 . (5)
Here, f0A and f
1
A represent isoscalar and isovector parts
of the axial vector current and similarly f0S and f
1
S rep-
resent isoscalar and isovector parts of the scalar current.
These nucleonic current parameters depend on the spe-
cific SUSY model employed. The spin structure functions
Fρρ′ (u) with ρ, ρ
′ = 0,1 are defined as
Fρρ′(u) =
∑
λ,κ
Ω
(λ,κ)
ρ (u)Ω
(λ,κ)
ρ′ (u)
Ωρ(0)Ωρ′(0)
;
Ω
(λ,κ)
ρ (u) =
√
4pi
2Ji+1
×〈Jf‖
A∑
j=1
[Yλ(Ωj)⊗ σ(j)]κ jλ(
√
u rj)ωρ(j)‖Ji〉
(6)
with ω0(j) = 1 and ω1(j) = τ(j); note that τ = +1 for
protons and −1 for neutrons. Here Ωj is the solid an-
gle for the position vector of the j-th nucleon and jλ is
the spherical Bessel function. The static spin matrix ele-
ments are defined as Ωρ(0) = Ω
(0,1)
ρ (0). The distribution
function f is given by [7]
f(v,vE) =
1
(
√
piv0)3
e−(v+vE)
2/v2
0 (7)
In the above equation (7), v is the velocity of WIMP
with respect to the earth containing the detector and vE
is the velocity of the earth with respect to the galactic
center given as
vE = v0 + v1. (8)
In the above v0 stands for the velocity of the sun with re-
spect to the galactic centre and v1 is the velocity of earth
with respect to the sun. Assuming that the polar axis is
aligned along the direction of v1 and converting the inte-
gration variables into dimensionless form, the event rate
is obtained by integrating Eq. (1) with respect to u, ve-
locity v and angle θ and can be written as
〈R〉 =
∫ 1
−1
dξ
∫ ψmax
ψmin
dψ
∫ umax
umin
G(ψ, ξ)
dσA(u)
du
du (9)
In the above, G(ψ, ξ) is given by
G(ψ, ξ) =
ρ0
mχ
σ0
Amp
(
1
mpb
)2
c2√
piv0
ψe−λ
2
e−ψ
2
e−2λψξ
(10)
Here, ψ = v/v0, λ = vE/v0, ξ = cos(θ). The values of the
parameters used in the calculation are the following: the
WIMP density ρ0 = 0.3 Gev/cm
3, σ0 = 0.77×10−38cm2,
mass of proton mp = 1.67× 10−27 kg. mχ is the WIMP
mass. The velocity of the sun with respect to the galactic
centre is taken to be v0 = 220 Km/s and the velocity of
the earth relative to the sun is taken as v1 = 30 Km/s.
The velocity of the earth with respect to the galactic
centre vE is given by
vE =
√
v20 + v
2
1 + 2v0v1 sin(γ)cos(α) (11)
α is the modulation angle which stands for the phase
of the earth on its orbit around the sun and γ is the
angle between the normal to the elliptic and the galactic
equator which is taken to be ≃ 29.8◦. The value of the
oscillator length parameter is taken to be 1.91 fm. In
our earlier work in the calculation of transition matrix
elements for µ− e conversion in 72Ge [17], we had taken
the value of this length parameter as 1.90 fm. Assuming
the A1/6 dependence, the value for 73Ge is taken to be
slightly different 1.91 fm. Writing dσAdu from Eq. (3) in
the form
dσA(u)
du
=
(
f0A
)2
X(1) + 2f0Af
1
AX(2) +
(
f1A
)2
X(3)
+A2
(
f0S − f1S A−2ZA
)2
X(4)
(12)
where X(1) = [Ω0(0)]
2F00(u), X(2) = Ω0(0)Ω1(0)
F01(u), X(3) = [Ω1(0)]
2F11(u), X(4) = [F (u)]
2, the
event rate per unit mass of the detector can be written
as
〈R〉 = (f01 )2D1 + 2f0Af1AD2 + (f1A)2D3+
A2
(
f0S − f1S A−2ZA
)2 | F (u) |2 D4 (13)
D1, D2, D3 are the three dimensional integrations of Eq.
(9) involving the first three spin dependent terms of Eq.
(3) andD4 is the integration involving the coherent term.
Di =
∫ 1
−1
dξ
∫ ψmax
ψmin
dψ
∫ umax
umin
G(ψ, ξ)X(i)du (14)
The lower and upper limits of integrations given in
Eq.(9) and (14) have been worked out by Pirinen et al
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[7] and they are
ψmin =
c
v0
(
AmpQthr
2µ2r
)1/2
(15)
ψmax = −λξ+
√
λ2ξ2 +
v2esc
v20
− 1− v
2
1
v20
− 2v1
v0
sin(γ)cos(α)
(16)
Taking the escape velocity vesc from our galaxy to be 625
km/s, the value of v2esc/v
2
0 − 1 − v21/v20 appearing in Eq.
(16) is 7.0525. Similarly taking γ = 29.8◦, the value of
(2v1/v0)sin(γ) is 0.135. The values of umin and umax are
umin = AmpQthrb
2 (17)
umax = 2(ψµrbv0/c)
2 (18)
In the above equations, Qthr is the detector threshold
energy and µr is the reduced mass of the WIMP-nucleus
system.
B. Inelastic scattering
In the inelastic scattering the entrance channel and
exit channel are different and hence the coherent part
does not contribute to the event rate. Hence the inelastic
event rate per unit mass of the detector can be obtained
from Eq. (12)
〈R〉in = (f01 )2E1 + 2f0Af1AE2 + (f1A)2E3 (19)
E1, E2 and E3 are the three dimensional integrations
Ei =
∫ 1
−1
dξ
∫ ψmax
ψmin
dψ
∫ umax
umin
G(ψ, ξ)X(i)du (20)
The integration limits for E1, E2 and E3 are [7, 8]
umin =
1
2
b2µ2r
v20
c2
ψ2
[
1−
√
1− Γ
ψ2
]2
(21)
umax =
1
2
b2µ2r
v20
c2
ψ2
[
1 +
√
1− Γ
ψ2
]2
(22)
where
Γ =
2E∗
µrc2
c2
v20
(23)
E∗ being the energy of the excited state. ψmax is same as
in the elastic case and the lower limit ψmin =
√
Γ. The
values of the parameters like ρ0, σ0 etc. are same as in
the elastic case.
C. Deformed shell model
In the calculation of the event rate (both for elastic and
inelastic scattering), the nuclear part has been separated
from the super-symmetric part in the formulation. The
nuclear part enters in the calculation of the nuclear struc-
ture factors D1, D2, D3 and D4 in the elastic scattering
and the corresponding factors E1, E2 and E3 in inelas-
tic scattering. The evaluation of these nuclear structure
factors in turn depends on spin structure functions and
the form factors. We have used our deformed shell model
for the evaluation of these quantities. The details of this
model have been described in many of our earlier publica-
tions, see for example [13]. In this model, for a given nu-
cleus, starting with a model space consisting of the given
set of single particle (sp) orbitals and effective two-body
Hamiltonian (TBME + spe), the lowest energy intrinsic
states are obtained by solving the Hartree-Fock (HF) sin-
gle particle equation self-consistently. We assume axial
symmetry. Excited intrinsic configurations are obtained
by making particle-hole excitations over the lowest in-
trinsic state. These intrinsic states χK(η) do not have
definite angular momenta. Hence states of good angular
momentum projected from an intrinsic state χK(η) can
be written in the form
ψJMK(η) =
2J + 1
8pi2
√
NJK
∫
dΩDJ
∗
MK(Ω)R(Ω)|χK(η)〉 (24)
where NJK is the normalization constant given by
NJK =
2J + 1
2
∫ pi
0
dβ sinβdJKK(β)〈χK(η)|e−iβJy |χK(η)〉
(25)
In Eq. (24), Ω represents the Euler angles (α, β, γ), R(Ω)
which is equal to exp(−iαJz)exp(−iβJy)exp( −iγJz)
represents the general rotation operator. The good an-
gular momentum states projected from different intrinsic
states are not in general orthogonal to each other. Hence
they are orthonormalized and then band mixing calcu-
lations are performed. DSM is well established to be a
successful model for transitional nuclei (with A=60-90)
[13–15, 18–20].
In the evaluation of the reduced matrix element ap-
pearing in Eq. (6) in DSM, we need the sp matrix el-
ements of the operator of the form t
(l,s)J
ν and these are
given by,
〈niliji‖tˆ(l,s)J‖nklkjk〉 =√
(2jk + 1)(2ji + 1)(2J + 1)(s+ 1)(s+ 2)

li 1/2 ji
lk 1/2 jk
l s J

 〈li‖√4piY l‖lk〉 〈nili‖jl(kr)‖nklk〉 .
(26)
In the above equation, {−−} is the nine-j symbol.
5III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Before carrying out the calculation for event rates in
WIMP-nucleus scattering, we first check the goodness of
the nuclear wave functions by computing the energy level
spectrum and magnetic moments and compare them with
experimentally measured quantities. Good agreement
with experiment will give us confidence in our results for
event rates. In DSM calculations, 56Ni is taken as the in-
ert core with the spherical orbits 1p3/2, 0f5/2, 1p1/2 and
0g9/2 forming the basis space. Modified Kuo interaction
with single particle energies 0.0, 0.78, 1.08 and 4.90 MeV
has been used in the calculation. This effective inter-
action has been used in many of our calculations and
has been found to be quite successful in describing most
of the important features of nuclei in this region. The
HF single particle spectrum obtained by solving the HF
equation self-consistently is shown in Fig. 1. The four
protons of this nucleus occupy the lowest two k = 1/2−
orbits. On the other hand ten neutrons occupy pf orbits
with three remaining neutrons in the g9/2 orbit. As de-
scribed earlier, we have generated three intrinsic states of
positive parity and three intrinsic states of negative par-
ity by particle-hole excitation. Good angular momentum
states are projected from each of these intrinsic states
and then a band mixing calculation is performed. The
low-lying levels obtained in the band mixing calculation
are compared with experiment as shown in Fig. 2 up to
an excitation energy of 1 MeV. The data are taken from
ref. [27, 28]. As can be seen, the agreement with exper-
iment is quite satisfactory. The ground state and next
two excited states are quite nicely reproduced. However,
there are more levels in experiment than in our calcula-
tion. This problem can be solved by taking more intrin-
sic states in our calculation. Since we are concerned with
the calculation of event rate for dark matter - nucleus
scattering, we are interested only in the ground state for
elastic scattering and ground state and an excited state
in the inelastic scattering, the intrinsic states taken are
expected to be sufficient. The collective bands recently
observed by Sun et al [28] are compared with our DSM
calculated results in Fig. 3. The agreement is reasonably
good. More number of intrinsic states would have im-
proved the results considerably. But our aim here is not
to concentrate in detailed spectroscopy and hence tak-
ing more intrinsic states to study alignment effects in the
collective bands are not necessary.
Since spin contributions play an important role in the
calculation of event rates, the calculation of magnetic
moment is first carried out. For better physical insight,
it is decomposed into orbital and spin parts. The re-
sults for the contribution of protons and neutrons to the
orbital and spin parts for the first three positive par-
ity levels 9/2+, 7/2+ and 5/2+ are given in Tab. I. The
calculated magnetic moments are also compared with ex-
periment. In the calculation, bare values of g-factors has
been used and no quenching has been done. The DSM
value for the magnetic moment of the ground state 9/2+
is −0.811 µN which agrees quite well with the experimen-
tal value −0.879 µN . The calculated magnetic moment
of the lowest 5/2+ also agrees quite well with experiment.
However no experimental results are available for the first
7+ level. Holmlund et al. [22] have calculated the mag-
netic moment and also the decomposed orbital and spin
parts for the ground state of this nucleus and compared
their results with different theoretical calculations. Our
values agree quite well with the shell model results cited
in the above publication.
With the success of the DSM model in explaining the
low lying energy levels and the magnetic moments of the
lowest three positive parity levels, we then proceed to
calculate the event rates for the elastic and inelastic scat-
tering with confidence.
A. Results for elastic scattering
Using the DSM wave function, the spin structure func-
tions for the elastic channel are calculated using the for-
mula given in Eq. (6) for the ground state 9/2+. The
results are plotted in Fig. 4. Similarly the proton and
neutron form factors are calculated using Eq. (6) and
plotted in Fig. (4). As can be seen, the form factors
for protons and neutrons are almost same. Hence the
approximation made in deriving the Eq. (5) is correct.
We find that F00, F01 and F11 have almost equal values.
The spin structure functions as well as the form factor
approach zero for u > 1. Hence the main contribution
to the event rate comes from the spin structure functions
and form factor with u < 1. The plot of the spin structure
functions is almost similar to results obtained in ref. [22]
within their quasi-particle-pairing model. DSM gives the
values of static spin matrix elements Ω0 and Ω1 to be
0.798 and -0.803. These values agree quite nicely with
the results obtained by Kortelainen et al. [21]. Using
shell model Ressel et al. [29] have calculated Sρρ′ , that
are related to the spin structure functions defined above.
Their values compare well with the DSM results.
The coefficientsD1, D2, D3 andD4 defined in Eq. (14)
depend only on the nuclear wave functions and they are
evaluated within our DSM model. Since Ω1(0) is nega-
tive, the coefficient D2 is also negative. We plot in Fig.
5 D1, −D2, D3 and D4 as a function of the WIMP mass
for three values of the detector threshold energy Qthr=
0, 5, 10 keV. For Qthr = 0, all the four graphs peak at
WIMP mass ∼35 GeV. For higher values of Qthr, the
peaks shift towards higher WIMP mass. The height of
the peaks for D1, −D2 and D3 are smaller than the val-
ues reported for 83Kr [7]. However, D4 is almost similar
to 83Kr. The thickness of the graphs represents annual
modulation. The modulation signal is large for WIMP
mass below ∼70 GeV. However, modulation effect ta-
pers off at higher values of the WIMP mass. The mag-
nitude of the modulation at WIMP mass ∼35 GeV is
about 3.3% for the spin dependent channels and about
4% for the spin independent case. Thus we predict much
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TABLE I: The calculated magnetic moments and their de-
composition into orbital and spin parts for 73Ge. The exper-
imental values are given within the parentheses. Bare gyro
magnetic ratios have been used in the calculation. The ex-
perimental data are from ref. [27].
J < lp > < Sp > < ln > < Sn > µ (n.m.)
9/2+ 0.581 -0.001 3.558 0.362 -0.811
(-0.879)
7/2+ 0.691 -0.009 2.590 0.228 -0.232
5/2+ 0.036 0.008 2.189 0.265 -0.929
(-1.080)
smaller modulation compared to 83Kr where it is ∼ 10%.
At WIMP mass 150 GeV, the modulation effect for the
spin independent channel D4 changes sign. However, no
such reversal is found for spin dependent channels. As
has been discussed earlier, annual modulation is a power-
ful signature for the existence of dark matter since such
modulations are not exhibited by the back ground. The
DAMA experiments [12] had claimed the observation of
a positive dark matter signal through the observation of
annual modulation over 13 years of operation. However
these results are in apparent contradiction with the null
results from other experiments like CoGent [30], CDMS
[9], XENON [31] experiments. However, the CRESST
experiment [32] claims to have observed the modulation.
Hopefully in the near future, we will get an unanimous
answer regarding the observation of modulation.
Using the values of SUSY parameters f0A = 3.55e− 2,
F 1A = 5.31e− 2, f0S = 8.02e− 4 and f1S = −0.15× f0S , we
have calculated the event rate for the detection WIMP
corresponding to the WIMP mass 110 GeV. The results
are given in Fig. 6. The thickness of the graph repre-
sents annual modulation. The event rate changes dras-
tically depending on the choice of the SUSY parameters
[21]. This is because, the expression for event rate can
be split into two parts. The spin dependent term is rep-
resented by the coefficients D1,2,3 and the coherent term
represented by D4. The different parametrizations weigh
these channels differently and hence the different choice
of the parameter set gives different results.
B. Results for inelastic scattering
In 73Ge, the first excited positive parity state is 5/2+
and scattering to this state from the ground state is not
allowed because of mainly theM1 type of the interaction.
The next excited positive parity state is 7/2+ state at
an excitation energy of 68.7 keV [28] and scattering to
this state is allowed. Unlike the ground state and the
first excited positive parity state for which the magnetic
moments have been known, the magnetic moment for the
7/2+ has not been measured, see Tab. I. The calculated
value is −0.232 µN which should be nearer to the actual
value since the magnetic moment of the other two lower
positive parity states agree so well with experiment.
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FIG. 1: HF single-particle spectra for 73Ge corresponding to
the lowest prolate configuration. In the figure circles represent
protons and crosses represent neutrons. The HF energy (E)
in MeV, mass quadrupole moment (Q) in units of the square
of the oscillator length parameter and the total azimuthal
quantum number K are given in the figure.
The static spin matrix elements for the inelastic scat-
tering to the 7/2+ state are Ω0 = −0.167 and Ω1 = 0.142.
These values are about 6−7 times smaller than the corre-
sponding values in the elastic scattering case. However,
these values are about 4 times larger than the values
quoted for 83Kr [7] obtained within the full shell model
with jj44b effective interaction. Our values are almost
as large as in 125Te [7] and therefore the inelastic event
rate should be competitive. The inelastic spin structure
functions are presented in Fig. 7. The structure func-
tions almost overlap with each other except for a small
window lying between 0.7 ≤ u ≤ 4. In 83Kr, the three
structure functions deviate from each other over a longer
domain.
The nuclear structure coefficients E1, E2 and E3
defined in Eq. (20) are calculated and plotted in Fig.
5. The peaks occur at around mχ = 45 GeV, almost
similar to the elastic case. The peak values are almost
13 times larger than the values reported for 83Kr, but
about a factor of two smaller than for 125Te [7]. The
modulation is about 4% almost similar to the elastic
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this nucleus [28]
case. But for 83Kr and 125Te, Pirinen et al. [7] found the
modulation effect to be much larger in the inelastic case
than in elastic case. The nuclear structure coefficients
do not depend on the detector threshold energy. Hence
the event rate can be calculated by reading the values
of Ei from the graph and using the SUSY parameters.
Because of the large values of Ei, the inelastic scattering
of WIMP from 73Ge is a potential candidate for dark
matter detection.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The deformed shell model based on HF states is used to
study the event rates for elastic and inelastic scattering
of WIMP from 73Ge. First energy spectrum and mag-
netic moments are calculated to test the goodness of the
nuclear wave functions. After ensuring the good agree-
ment with experiment, we studied the event rate. The
nuclear structure coefficients and the static spin matrix
elements suggest that 73Ge is a good detector for dark
matter detection. We have also calculated the annual
modulation rates for both elastic and inelastic scattering
which is about 3-4% at the peaks. The inelastic scat-
tering of WIMP from 73Ge has been calculated for the
first time in this article. The nuclear structure coeffi-
cients for this nucleus in the inelastic scattering is much
larger than 83Kr and are almost as large as 125Te. Since
73Ge is stable and natural abundance is relatively large,
it will be worth while to experimentally study inelastic
scattering from this nucleus. The detection of the inelas-
tic event rate will provide information regarding the spin
dependent nature of WIMP-nucleus interaction.
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